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The Manga Bible
Financial Peace Junior is designed to help you teach
your kids about money. It's packed with tools,
resources and step-by-step instructions for parents.
What can be intimidating is made ultra-easy. There
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are ideas for activities and age-appropriate chores,
and you'll have all the tools you need to make
learning about money a part of your daily life. Your
kids will love the exciting games and toys. The
lessons of working, giving, saving and spending are
brought to life through fun stories in the activity book,
and kids will love tracking their progress on the dryerase boards! Financial Peace Junior doesn't just give
you the tools to teach your kids to win with money--it
shows you how.

The Action Bible Easter Story
Dive into the action and adventure of the Bible!
BibleForce will help you and your children discover
the message of the Bible and the heroes within its
pages. The focus on Bible heroes makes the stories
even more thrilling. This beautifully illustrated Bible is
retold in a visually enticing, fast-paced narrative that
is sure to capture your attention. BibleForce follows
the events of the Bible in chronological order and
shares nearly 200 stories of Scripture in a simple,
straightforward retelling. BibleForce is a great book to
be read together and is simple enough for young
readers to read on their own. Kids will be enthralled in
the thrilling drama of the Bible and the visually
engaging detail of the illustrations—they won’t be
able to put down this exciting book. Jump into the
story of God’s Word and the amazing heroes within its
pages.

Financial Peace Junior
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Sixty-six books written by forty people over nearly
2,000 years, in two languages and several different
genres. The Bible is clearly no ordinary book. How can
you begin to read and understand it as a whole? This
excellent overview gives you the big picture,
providing both the encouragement and the tools you
need to read the Bible with confidence and
understanding.

The Action Bible
The newest edition to the top-selling Adventure
series, this storybook Bible for kids ages 4-7 will start
them on a journey of discovering about the Bible and
growing with God as they grow up with the Adventure
Bible, at every age and stage, beginning with the
Bible Storybook and continuing on through age 12
with the NIV edition. At every twist and turn, the
Adventure Bible Storybook is filled with—what
else—ADVENTURE! Parents and loved ones can be
assured that children who read it will learn the main
stories and themes from the Bible, but all within a fun,
exciting theme of discovering, imagination, and
suspense—everything you’d expect from a fantastic
adventure. This storybook includes some lesser
known stories that are particularly adventurous, such
as Paul’s shipwreck on the island of Malta, and when
the Israelites went to spy on the people of Canaan.
The Adventure Bible Storybook was the 2009
Retailers Choice Award winner in the Children’s
Nonfiction category.

The Serpent and the Serpent Slayer
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The critically acclaimed Good and Evil (Independent
Publishers 2009 Bronze Medal Winner in the Graphic
Novel/Drama category and 2009 Forward Book Award
Finalist) truly is at the top of the illustrated Bible
offerings; the ultimate superhero" graphic novel is
making a huge impact worldwide and is now available
in 45 languages.

A Redemptive Theology of Art
A collection of stories retold from the Bible, from
Genesis to Revelation.

The Story of Jesus 25-Pack
Based on the phenomenal bestseller The Action Bible,
The Action Bible Study Bible ESV is a groundbreaking
study Bible that helps preteens understand and
connect with the timeless truth of God's Word.

The Picture Bible
As today’s kids face a culture of comparison,
temptation, and bullying, they need to know God is
with them and for them, and He has already proven
His power to help them overcome. The Action Bible
Anytime Devotions invites kids ages 8–12 to connect
with God by exploring Bible truth and applying it to
their real-world struggles—anytime, anywhere, and as
often as they need encouragement. All-new original
illustrations engage kids in vivid scenes from Bible
stories, while each of the 90 devotions tackles a
relevant topic such as anger, honesty, and identity.
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Every action verse, practical question, life application,
and simple prayer helps build their faith in God and
strengthen their character. So when they’re
confronted with confusing issues or challenging
choices, kids can count on God’s promises to hold
true for them no matter what. Families who love The
Action Bible will perfectly relate to The Action Bible
Anytime Devotions as they dig deeper into God’s
Word and experience the confidence that can only
come from knowing and following Him.

The Gospel According to Mark
Parents and children will enjoy this story book that
has 365 read-aloud stories from the Bible. And with
over 100 illustrations, 'The Bedtime Bible Story Book'
makes reading time a delightful learning experience.

The Action Bible Heroes Card Collection
Get swept away by God's awesome story in this
riveting graphic Bible. The Epic Bible tells the central
story of the Bible, with dramatic, full-color art created
by some of DC and Marvel's best comic book artists.
Whether you're reading the Bible for the first time or
looking for a fresh perspective, The Epic Bible's
cinematic storytelling will make God's Word come
alive.

The Battle Begins
Art meets devotions in The Action Bible Coloring
Book, allowing children of all ages to create their own
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Bible masterpieces while engaging in thoughtful
devotional materials. 55 compelling drawings by
acclaimed artist Sergio Cariello will captivate children
as they create their own unique masterpieces of the
real-life heroes of the Bible. Turn the page and
discover a wealth of exciting information meant to
introduce each Bible person to the child through an
informative introduction including the hero’s
experiences in God’s Word. Additional information
includes a devotional emphasizing the importance of
connecting children to the actions of these heroes,
several thoughtful questions meant to be shared with
an adult or friend, a Scripture verse, and references to
more information on each hero in both The Action
Bible and The Action Storybook Bible, where
applicable. Beginning with Adam and Eve and
including such compelling people as Abraham, David,
Esther, Mary, Peter, Lazarus, and the redemptive
story of Jesus, this brand-new product will spark the
imagination and deepen the faith of all who encounter
it.

The Action Bible Guess-It Game
Pairs biblical terms with their definitions along with
simple explanations of biblical context and colorful
illustrations.

Adventure Bible Storybook
Designed to tell the story of Jesus in a fresh, biblical
way, "The Story of Jesus" is ideal for church programs,
community outreach, family devotions, and as an
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outreach tool for children or adults.

The Baby Bible Storybook for Boys
2020 Christian Book Award winner! Written by
VeggieTales® creator Phil Vischer, the Minno Laugh
and Grow Bible for Kids is more than a children's
storybook Bible . . . it's a deep, engaging, and
whimsical gospel experience. The Minno Laugh and
Grow Bible for Kids guides readers ages 4 to 8 from
Genesis to Revelation, retelling beloved Bible stories
AND tackling tricky questions like "What is sin?" Each
story is vividly illustrated, takes just five minutes to
read, and includes a Family Connection section to
encourage family Bible study and help readers learn,
talk, and pray together! PLUS, bonus content
connects the dots of each Bible story, making the
Minno Laugh and Grow Bible for Kids a family
devotional Bible that provides a big picture,
applicational view of the Biblical narrative. Key
Features: Written by VeggieTales® creator Phil
Vischer Includes 52 beautifully-illustrated Bible stories
from Genesis to Revelation Family Connection at the
end of each story makes this children's Bible perfect
for family devotional time. Features bonus content
including maps, charts, and other tools not usually
found in a Bible for kids Clearly teaches kids ages 4 to
8 about God's love and the gospel Previously
published as the Laugh and Learn Bible for Kids.

The Action Bible Coloring Book
Here’s the most complete picture Bible ever! And it
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features a captivating, up-to-date artwork
style—making it the perfect Bible for today’s visually
focused culture. The Action Bible presents 215 fastpaced narratives in chronological order, making it
easier to follow the Bible’s historical flow—and
reinforcing the build-up to its thrilling climax. The
stories in The Action Bible communicate clearly and
forcefully to contemporary readers. This compelling
blend of clear writing plus dramatic images offers an
appeal that crosses all age boundaries. Brazilian artist
Sergio Cariello has created attention-holding
illustrations marked by rich coloring, dramatic
shading and lighting, bold and energetic designs, and
emotionally charged figures. Let this epic rendition
draw you into all the excitement of the world’s most
awesome story.

The Action Bible
Collects Old and New Testament stories told with
interactive devotions for the parent or teacher to act
out with children, and includes a faith parenting
guide. On board pages.

BibleForce
The Action Storybook Bible invites families with
children ages 8 and under to explore God’s
redemptive story together. From the sleek and
amazing creatures God created at the beginning of
the world to the powerful kings who reigned over
ancient Israel to Jesus’s gift of eternal life for you and
your family—God has a beautiful and exciting plan for
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the world. Where do you fit into that plan? How are
the truths found in God’s Word reflected in your life?
This Bible storybook features 15 episodes highlighting
key milestones in God’s story, packed with dozens of
scenes—combining stories from God’s Word with
brand-new captivating illustrations from Brazilian
master-artist Sergio Cariello, illustrator of the
bestselling The Action Bible. Discover your family’s
place in God’s redemptive story and together put your
faith into action! Interactive features include: Fifteen
episodes loaded with over 350 brand-new illustrations
from master-artist Sergio Cariello. Short and easy
reading for all ages. Take turns telling God’s
redemptive story! The Life, Faith, Action! feature
wraps up each episode and helps your family
recognize how God is moving through each story,
discover how that relates to your daily lives, and feel
inspired to put your faith into action. Heroes Hall of
Fame index, where you can look up your favorite Bible
characters and discover their stories!

The Action Bible Devotional
Features an adaption of stories from the Bible in
graphic novel form, from the creation of the universe
in Genesis to the apocalypse in the Book of
Revelation, and includes commentary and preliminary
sketches by the artist.

The Epic Bible
This classic Bible storybook connects kids to God's
Word through the essential stories of faith told in
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simple, engaging ways they can understand--and now
has a new cover and updated callouts. God's Story for
Me Bible is packed with 104 essential Bible stories,
each illustrated with inviting pictures that make God's
Word come alive. Parents, grandparents, and
teachers will be able to guide their preschool-aged
children to a deeper understanding of God's Word
with interactive discussion starters that help explain
why God wants us to know His story and how it
connects to each child's life. The Bible storybook also
includes a presentation page for easy gift giving and
fun stickers for children to personalize their books.
God's Story for Me Bible will help children draw closer
to Jesus and spark a lifelong love for the Bible.

The Children's Bible in 365 Stories
The Action Bible Christmas Story
The difficulty of interpreting the Bible is felt all over
today. Is the Bible still authoritative for the faith and
practice of the church? If so, in what way? What
practices of reading offer the most appropriate
approach to understanding Scripture? The church's
lack of clarity about these issues has hindered its
witness and mission, causing it to speak with an
uncertain voice to the challenges of our time. This
important book is for a twenty-first-century church
that seems to have lost the art of reading the Bible
attentively and imaginatively. The Art of Reading
Scripture is written by a group of eminent scholars
and teachers seeking to recover the church's rich
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heritage of biblical interpretation in a dramatically
changed cultural environment. Asking how best to
read the Bible in a postmodern context, the
contributors together affirm up front "Nine Theses"
that provide substantial guidance for the church. The
essays and sermons that follow both amplify and
model the approach to Scripture outlined in the Nine
Theses. Lucidly conceived, carefully written, and
shimmering with fresh insights, The Art of Reading
Scripture proposes a far-reaching revolution in how
the Bible is taught in theological seminaries and calls
pastors and teachers in the church to rethink their
practices of using the Bible. Contributors: Gary A.
Anderson Richard Bauckham Brian E. Daley Ellen F.
Davis Richard B. Hays James C. Howell Robert W.
Jenson William Stacy Johnson L. Gregory Jones
Christine McSpadden R. W. L. Moberly David C.
Steinmetz Marianne Meye Thompson

The Action Bible New Testament
God’s love is unstoppable. And that’s a promise.
Noah’s ark. Joseph’s dreams. Jesus’s miracles. The
Bible is rich with stories for our children to hear and
enjoy, but when those stories uncover the thread of
God’s promises, our children learn much more than
individual Bible stories. They discover how God has
demonstrated His love for us, from the first promise in
the garden to the promise of the new heavens and
earth. A conversational, whimsical, biblically faithful
retelling of more than fifty key Bible stories, The
Promises of God Storybook Bible lets your child hear
favorite stories with new ears, repeatedly assuring
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them that each word is proof of God’s unstoppable
love and unbreakable promises to His people.

The Children's Bible
Depicts in graphic novel format stories from the Old
and New Testaments, from the Creation to the
Ascension of Jesus.

Power Bible: Bible Stories to Impart
Wisdom Complete Set (10 Books)
The NIV Action Study Bible helps preteens build a
strong foundation of faith to last a lifetime. For fans of
The Action Bible� who want to go beyond the
pictures and deeper into God's redemptive story, The
NIV Action Study Bible is a full-text study Bible that
takes preteens (ages 9 and up) further into the heart
of God's Word and connects His timeless truth to their
lives today. The Action Bible has introduced millions
of kids to the stories in the Bible with its dramatic
comic-book-style illustrations. Now they can go
deeper with The NIV Action Study Bible. Designed to
encourage a stronger connection with God, this
essential study Bible includes the complete NIV�
translation and brings preteens into the action with
these features: What About This? Insights to tough
questions about faith Unlock It! Who did what, when,
where and why it matters Guess It! Person, place, or
thing? Guessing fun with five clues Find It! A distinct
icon that appears whenever a story is included in the
The Action Bible Activate Reflection on Bible themes
and how they apply to life today Ancient Archives
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Cultural history of ancient times--what were clothes,
houses, weapons, food, celebrations, and traditions
like? Experience the Drama Comic book artist Sergio
Cariello's dramatic illustrations capture the
imagination and transport readers to another time.
Forty full-color illustrated pages throughout the Bible
and over two hundred in-text black and white
illustrations. Plus book introductions, maps, a
dictionary, concordance, and more.

Laugh and Grow Bible for Kids
You have a new way to share the true story of Easter
with your children: The Action Bible Easter Story. This
Bible booklet is easy for kids to understand, as
illustrations from Marvel and DC Comics artist Sergio
Cariello bring the story of Jesus to life. Parents, see
how easily you can teach your children about the
miracle of Jesus's life, death, and resurrection using
this tool. Churches, The Action Bible Easter Story is
the perfect resource for Sunday school teachers and
families. Don't forget the most important gift of all
this year. Share the true meaning of Easter with The
Action Bible Easter Story.

The Action Bible
The Action Bible presents more than 230 fast-paced
narratives in chronological order, making it easy to
follow the Bible’s historical flow and building up to the
thrilling climax of God’s redemptive story. Plus, these
spectacular updates take the action to a whole new
level: 25 new stories showcase a more extensive
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exploration of God’s work in our lives. 23 expanded
stories highlight additional experiences of the people
who tell God’s story. 128 new pages of illustrations
deliver a richer artistic experience with more close-up
faces, historical details, and dramatic colors. Every
page sparks excitement to explore God’s Word and
know Him personally. Readers will witness God’s
active presence in the world through stories from the
life of Jesus and great heroes of the faith. Let this
blend of powerful imagery and clear storytelling
capture your imagination and instill the truth that
invites you to discover your own adventure of life with
God. Sergio Cariello’s illustrations for The Action Bible
leap off the page with the same thrilling energy that
earned him international recognition for his work with
Marvel Comics and DC Comics.

The NIV Action Study Bible
365 Read-Aloud Bedtime Bible Stories
This beautifully illustrated book contains fourteen of
the best-known Bible stories told in a simple way for
reading to very young children. Stories included are:
God’s creation of the world, Noah’s ark, Daniel and
the lions’ den, Jonah and the big fish, Jesus’ birth, the
visit of the Wise Men, the man lowered through the
roof to Jesus for healing, the parable of the shepherd
and the lost sheep, Jesus telling us not to worry, the
Good Samaritan, the feeding of the 5000, Jesus
calming the storm, the healing of blind Bartimaeus
and Jesus’ entry to Jerusalem on the donkey. This will
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be a lovely first introduction to these special stories.

The Preschooler's Bible
A Redemptive Theology of Art develops a biblical,
systematic, and practical theology of aesthetics. It
begins with the roots and ontology of aesthetics (vs.
"art") and the architecture and narrative of affection
and passion, their woes and their glory. Those who
would search the Bible find little support for "art" as
commonly conceived in the West. The language of
aesthetics, applied to the maker’s intentions, the
qualities of the work, and the responses of the
audience, better addresses the questions of beauty,
and better suits the discussion of human actions,
beliefs, and culture than the language of art does. The
Bible yields more consistent and helpful answers to
questions about the broader category of aesthetics
than it does to questions about art; leading in turn to
better questions and a more practical and theological
appreciation of human affections, beauty, and delight,
and the many paths by which people, including
Christians, pursue them. Using the categories and
definitions from Scripture, Covington gives hope and
help not only for those who labor in the arts, but for
everyone who cares about the passions that motivate
us. We were made for God's delight, and, though sin
and bondage plague our passions, God can shape our
fun, feelings, desires, affections and aversions.
Feelings are neither objective nor subjective; they are
redeemable. Borrowing key ideas from other Christian
writers on the arts or aesthetics, Covington explores
the connection between orthodox Protestant theology
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and a responsible, respectful treatment of arts,
artists, and all aesthetic fields of human work and
speech.

The Art of Reading Scripture
The truth and power of God’s Word comes vividly to
life in a high-quality, full-color, graphic-novel style
New Testament especially for today’s visually focused
culture. In this New Testament edition of the
bestselling Bible,The Action Bible, kids ages 9 to12,
and adults who love graphic novels, encounter
scripture in a fresh way as the people, events, and
emotions it shares are visualized in 67 New
Testament stories. Sergio Cariello offers years of
talent and expertise as a graphic novel illustrator for
top comic book companies to create contemporary art
that speaks to children today. And careful attention to
scriptural accuracy ensures a complete and
trustworthy biblical overview. It provides a meaningful
way for parents, grandparents, teachers, and church
ministries to spark a connection with and love for
God’s Word.

The Promises of God Storybook Bible
The classic, best-selling The Preschooler’s Bible offers
the ideal follow-up to The Toddler’s Bible. Over 100
stories include classics, such as the flood, and lessoften told stories, such as Solomon’s request for
wisdom. With thoughtful questions and captivating
writing, this book suits story time, bedtime, or family
devotions. And vibrant new illustrations by Tammy
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Lyon add even more opportunity for Bible discovery.
More than a Bible story book, The Preschooler’s Bible
offers parents and Church workers a resource that
takes little hearts beyond just hearing the Bible’s
stories to learning to discover God’s truths for
themselves.

The Comic Book Bible
Introducing a brand new series of Action Bible graphic
novels featuring vivid new artwork from Sergio
Cariello. Even as God walked through the beauty of
His new creation, and breathed life into Adam, His
masterpiece a warrior-angel gives into his pride—and
commits the ultimate betrayal. Witness Adam and Eve
falling into Lucifer's trap, as the battle for eternity
begins in this brilliantly presented retelling of
Creation, the Fall, and God's promise of redemption.

The Action Bible Handbook
An illustrated collection of 365 stories retold from the
Bible, from Genesis to Revelation.

God's Big Picture
Though The Picture Bible makes a good first Bible for
young readers, this classic perennial best-seller is
loved by people of all ages. The full-text version
contains 233 Bible stories in full-color comic format.

Baby's First Bible
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“I will put enmity between you and the woman, and
between your offspring and her offspring; he shall
bruise your head, and you shall bruise his heel.”
—Genesis 3:15 We’ve all heard this story: the hero
fights a dragon in an epic battle, and just as it
appears the dragon is going to prevail, the hero saves
the day. Best-selling novels and blockbuster movies
are filled with this type of story, but did you know that
this is the main theme of the Bible too? Tracing the
theme of serpents and dragons through both
Testaments, trusted scholar Andrew David Naselli
demonstrates that these stories reflect our desire to
know the ultimate story—the struggle between God’s
offspring and the offspring of the serpent. As we come
to experience this captivating, unifying narrative, we
will rejoice in the ultimate victory of Jesus—the
serpent slayer—over the devouring dragon in
Revelation.

Good and Evil
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays
Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies,
his inner and external demons, and with his devoted
but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his
parables are obscure, to be explained secretly to his
followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave

Good and Evil
A huge success in its original black and white format,
Good and Evil has been reprinted larger and
exquisitely colorized. Good and Evil is Gods
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redemption plan told chronologically from Genesis to
Revelation. The 324-page book written by Michael
Pearl and illustrated by Danny Bulanadi, former of
Marvel Comics (Incredible Hulk), resembles an
oversized comic book. Good and Evil begins where
God began, in the book of Genesis, with the Creator,
the fall of man, the law, blood sacrifice, and the
prophecies of the coming Redeemer, thus preparing
the people to fully understand the gospel of Christ.
Good and Evil captivates those who would not
normally pick up a Bible. In addition to the color art,
each page footnotes Scriptural passages for further
Bible study. Young and old, teens, prisoners, military
personnel, and Christian workers have testified to the
incredible impact Good and Evil has made on their
understanding of the Bible.

The Action Storybook Bible
Pairs fifty-two Bible stories in graphic novel format
with activities and questions that can be used as a
weekly devotional.

The Action Bible Anytime Devotions
English translation of P'awo Baibul originally published
in Korea in 2006.

God's Story for Me Bible
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